2000 isuzu trooper

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I didn't get the truck I
wanted but they gave me a 5 year newer truck that has no rust and a near perfect body for the
same price thaks east coast auto. I wanna do my car buying with these people love the prices
from other places I have talked too very fair. Salesman responded and sent more pictures upon
my request, but never called back like he said he would to set up a time for me to come get the
car. I have cash ready to buy, but I will have to look elsewhere. Good response. Could not make
it there before the vehicle was sold due to having to work. Very shady dealership, mileage was
not accurate, truck wasn't what it looked like online. Check engine came on the next day and
wouldn't help fix vehicle. This organization was very shady. Got called The B word when
questioned missing fuses, battery was dead, dents in front top panel. There was no water in it
and when I took it for a test drive, smelt oil burning. Its a scam Went to look at the car in the
morning. They moved the vehicle to a different location knowing I was coming for the car. To
swindle me into getting into another more expensive vehicle. The also swindle you on your
financial loan. I was approved for which payed off the car but they still wanted more down. I
would avoid this place. Thanks to Larry got me into the car of my dreams! Was able to obtain
financing with help from dealership. Very prompt, courteous, and professional set of folks here!
Car was sold. Hoped to discussed buying a Land Cruiser. Sales lady transferred me to her
manager. He promised to get info and call me in three or four minutes. Two weeks later, still
waiting. Jason was great! Dealer responded right away and told me they would supply the
information I requested but never did and I still haven't heard back from them. Would not
purchase here. Response was good follow up was great. We'll help you find great deals among
the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old
ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your
search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain,
color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner,
recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to
All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Isuzu Trooper listings in
your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best
deals first. CarGurus User. Negotiable , mi. Why Use CarGurus? Recently replaced starter and
timing belt. Truck-like ride and capability - no snow bank or towing job is a challenge. Huge
cargo area ideal for 2 dogs and frequent Home Depot trips. Doesn't burn oil, just drinks a lot.
Top heavy. Timeless exterior styling and one small repairable rust spot on back door. Been very
pleased overall - this is a "guy's SUV" - a beast lacking nimble handling but a reliable
workhorse. Perfect for winter states, boat or "sled" owners. I bought my Trooper late in with 53K
after researching for value. Too bad I didn't check reliability as well, but hey it's Japanese! The
3. It handles great in the snow and carries scuba gear for 4 including 8 tanks, with room to
spare. I'm going to drive this until it falls apart as resale value is laughable. So far so good. The
only problem I've had with the vehicle so far is an intermittent problem with the computer
performance module. It has had to be reprogrammed three times. When problems arise it starts
to buck and idle rough when cold Bought about 18 mos ago. Everything I've read about power,
cargo, visibility, handling I must support. It's great! Had an overheating problem but a new
thermostat fixed it. One week it drives fine,and the next is awful- suddenly free-spinning and
losing speed in traffic. I'm told there is a leak, but it's a "closed system", I can't check or add
tranny fluid. I found a local shop that will do it for Every other owner I run into raves about their
Trooper. Needed a tranny rebuild at , miles. Otherwise no problems at all. Still going strong at ,
miles. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Trooper. View Photos.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars
1 star. No vinegar, lots of oil! My zuzu needs work after k, but hey! I've Had Two of These! Items
per page:. Write a review See all Troopers for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Trooper. Sign
Up. Well over a decade ago, Isuzu introduced the first Trooper. It was a tough truck, sturdy and
boxy in style, with two doors and a sparse interior. Powered by a four-cylinder engine, the
original Trooper wasn't prepped to win any drag races, but the truck won fans for its off-road
prowess and exceptional reliability. Soon, four-door models joined the lineup, and a
GM-sourced V6 engine became available. As the sport-utility market grew, luxury amenities
were added to the Trooper, but by the early '90s, it was apparent that Isuzu needed to redesign
the Trooper so that it could remain competitive against steadily improving competitors. The
Rodeo claimed the entry-level slot for Isuzu in , so the Trooper was moved into the upscale
category in Since then, continued refinements have given the Trooper one of the best blends of
style, comfort and utility in its class. Dual airbags and four-wheel antilock brakes are standard
equipment. Fold the rear seats, and a Trooper can carry 90 cubic feet of cargo, which is over 10

percent more than its rival, the Ford Explorer. Ground clearance measures an impressive 8.
Torque on Demand, Isuzu's traction system, which instantly directs more power to the front or
rear wheels as needed, is now standard on 4WD Troopers with an automatic transmission. With
the system engaged, you get the on-road stability of all-wheel drive and off-road capability of
part-time four-wheel drive. For , slight cosmetic changes are made to the Trooper brood. In
addition to the basic S model, there's the LS, which comes with heated cloth power seats, mesh
inch alloy wheels, an automatic transmission and standard six-disc CD changer. The Limited
edition will get you a two-tone paint scheme, spoke alloy wheels, power moonroof, and a beige
leather interior. With these enhancements you've got a comfortable, luxurious cruiser that you
won't be afraid to take off-roading. A more substantial change is that a 2WD version is available
in all three trim levels, reducing the purchase price. The Trooper has always been one of our
favorite trucks because it has loads of personality and off-road ability. Although the 4WD may
have been slightly off-putting in terms of value for those of us whose idea of rough terrain is the
dirt parking lot of the sweet corn stand, the cheaper 2WD version, with its concurrent lower cost
of ownership, will suffice nicely to traverse that mean pothole at the parking lot of Denny's.
Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Isuzu Trooper. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Check out Isuzu lease specials Check out Isuzu Trooper lease specials. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Trucklike
handling that is less refined than some of the competition. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Other trucks simply offer more. Consider a
Trooper only if you are a die-hard Isuzu fan. Vehicle overview. A two-wheel-drive model is
available in the S trim, as well as the new midlevel LS and top-level Limited guises; all receive
slight exterior restyling. Read more. Write a review See all 41 reviews. No vinegar, lots of oil!
Recently replaced starter and timing belt. Truck-like ride and capability - no snow bank or
towing job is a challenge. Huge cargo area ideal for 2 dogs and frequent Home Depot trips.
Doesn't burn oil, just drinks a lot. Top heavy. Timeless exterior styling and one small repairable
rust spot on back door. Been very pleased overall - this is a "guy's SUV" - a beast lacking
nimble handling but a reliable workhorse. Perfect for winter states, boat or "sled" owners. Read
less. I bought my Trooper late in with 53K after researching for value. Too bad I didn't check
reliability as well, but hey it's Japanese! The 3. It handles great in the snow and carries scuba
gear for 4 including 8 tanks, with room to spare. I'm going to drive this until it falls apart as
resale value is laughable. So far so good. The only problem I've had with the vehicle so far is an
intermittent problem with the computer performance module. It has had to be reprogrammed
three times. When problems arise it starts to buck and idle rough when cold My zuzu needs
work after k, but hey! Bought about 18 mos ago. Everything I've read about power, cargo,
visibility, handling I must support. It's great! Had an overheating problem but a new thermostat
fixed it. One week it drives fine,and the next is awful- suddenly free-spinning and losing speed
in traffic. I'm told there is a leak, but it's a "closed system", I can't check or add tranny fluid. I
found a local shop that will do it for Every other owner I run into raves about their Trooper. See
all 41 reviews of the Used Isuzu Trooper. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full
safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 1 reviews.
Sponsored cars related to the Trooper. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,

CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
2006 kia spectra radiator
2010 ford f 150 mirrors
ford flex fuse box
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

